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RECORDS SUBMISSION MANUAL

JAPANESE SUPPLEMENT

Section I

* * * *

INTRODUCTION

* *

1. FOR JAPANESE RECORDS

The following instructions should be followed by those pre-

paring family records of (a) Japanese who were born in Japan, or

(b) Japanese Nationals born in Japanese Territories. These
instructions may also have application to first-generation

(

Ni-sei )

Japanese born in foreign lands, and in all cases supersede any
previous instructions.

These guides apply only to Japanese and not to peoples of

other nationalities who reside or were born in Japan but who

retained their own original nationality and ethnic identity.

To obtain instructions on any item not covered in this hand-

book, or for guidance on special problems, consult local ward,

stake, or mission genealogical advisers or write directly to the

Genealogical Society, 50 East North Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah

84150, U.S.A.

2. A DIVINE RESPONSIBILITY

The prophets of these latter days have admonished us to seek

after our kindred dead, and perform for them those ordinances

which are needed for exaltation in the Celestial Kingdom of God.

President Joseph Fielding Smith has said:

Therefore, our salvation and progression depends upon

the salvation of our worthy dead wit h whom we must be joined
^

in family ties. This can only be accomplished in our temples.

The Prophet Joseph Smith, speaking on this subject, stated:

Those Saints who neglect it in behalf of their deceased

relatives, do it at the peril of their own salvation.^

The most inportant organization on this earth is the family.

We have been instructed that our "family" extends beyond the immed-

R. McC
Joseph Fielding Smith, Doctrines of Salvation comp Bruce

onkie, 3 vols. (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1954-56), 2:147.

2 Smith, Joseph, Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith comp.

ph Fielding Smith (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Co., 1938),
Joseph Fielding
p 193
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iate family unit to include all of our deceased ancestors. Un-
less we insure that the priesthood ordinances have been completed
in the temple for these ancestors, we cannot progress and our
salvation will be limited. The gospel plan dictates that the
saints must progress and work for salvation as a family, not just as
individuals. We cannot be saved without our dead.

3. INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

It is the responsibility of members of the Church to have
valid temple ordinance work performed for their direct ancestors
and for the immediate families of their direct ancestors. This
means the families of their parents, grandparents, great-grand-
parents, second-great-grandparents, and so on, back as far as
their pedigree extends within the acceptable limits outlined
herein.

Members may also submit names for children, grandchildren,
and other descendants of the brothers and sisters of direct
ancestors.

The completeness and accuracy of all records submitted to
the Genealogical Society is the direct responsibility of the
persons or families who are submitting the information. The
validity of the temple ordinances depends upon the correct and
unique identification of each individual listed on the submitted
record. All persons engaged in this important work are encour-
aged, therefore, to be diligent, to study proper genealogical
research techniques, to strive for accuracy in record work, to
consult with relatives and members of their families, and to
carefully re-check all records submitted. Seek needed facts by
research. Do not make assumptions

;
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Section II

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

*****
This manual is a guide for submitting names from Japanese

sources for temple ordinance work. It is not a genealogical
research manual, but is a brief outline of methods which should
be used when preparing the Family Group Record forms.

Records for the deceased relatives of Church members must
be submitted to the Genealogical Society. These records are
processed to avoid duplication, cleared, and forwarded to the
temples for ordinance work. Records involving the sea lings of
living persons may be taken directly to the temple for ordinance
work. Living members of the Church must be present at the temple
for the performance of their own endowments or sealings.

1. FAMILY GROUP RECORD FORM

Records submitted for temple work for the dead must be pre-
pared on the Family Group Record form. Make each family record
as complete and correct as possible. Use either the standard
English Family Group Record form, or the Japanese Family Group Record
form prepared by the Genealogical Society.
(See example p Ji9 )

Each Family Group Record form shall be used for ONE FAMILY only-
one husband and wife, and the children of that couple. Prepare
another Family Group Record form for each additional marriage of
husbands or wives, and for the children of these other unions.

2. STANDARD RECORDING POLICY

Records are to be written in Japanese, and may be romanized.
Enter all information exactly as it appears on the official source
document. Include the Hiragana or Katagana to insure proper pro-
nunciation.

3. ROMAN I ZAT I ON OF INFORMATION

The patron is not required to romanize names of persons and
places, nor to convert dates to the western calendar. Patrons
who know English are encouraged, however, to also record informa-
tion in romaji, since this is necessary for the record to be pro-
cessed and for the ordinance work to be performed in the Temple.
If the patron romanizes the record, it is suggested that the
Hepburn system be used.

k
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When preparing the record in kanji on the Japanese Record
form, leave space to enter the information in romaji , as follows;

a. For HUSBAND and WIFE, enter the kanji at the left side
and the romaji at the right side of the space.

b. For the children , the line space is divided. Enter the
kanji on the top portion of the line, and enter the
romaji on the bottom portion.

Examples:

HUSB
i.')«'i-

tt « IS

^

S 5- YAMAVA, T3^r5
BORN

( )

MARR
( )

^ n B

^ ^

PLACE!

1-
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4. TRANSLITERATION OR CONVERSION OF DATES

The Japanese method of recording dates should be used. Refer
to section 4 for complete information on the proper methods for
recording dates of birth, marriage, and death, and for converting
these dates to a romanized form. The original dates given in the
source document should be entered on the Family Group Record form.

5. LEGIBILITY OF ENTRIES

Every record submitted should be prepared neatly with all
entries completely legible. Records should be typewritten or
printed carefully, using block type letters. Special care should
be taken when writing the kanji and kana . Use black or blue-black
ink. Do not use other colored inks or pencil.

6. PERSONS SUBMITTING RECORD

a. The term Family Representative has been changed to "the
person submitting the record." The name and complete mailing
address of this person should be entered in the correct space.
Romanize the address, using the following format:

Example

:

HUSB

WIFE

»
«

±^

44

EXAMINERS

MISSION OR STAKE

1.

i^m^

2.

XT-JfgB

^th^

ft «

NAME AND ADDRESS OF PERSON
SUBMITTING RECORD

^ -^ <r*' ^ V ^

TaYO Va mafia

2-5 O^iKubo /clioK»ife

$ u^

\

nary.;-/<u., TtfXyg/^7 V 3^P^^
RELATION TO HUSBAND RELATION TO WIFE

b. If the person submitting the record is a minor, or lives

in the house of another person, the name of the person submitting

the record may be entered "in care" of someone, in the following

manner:
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d. If the Patron should move, please send a change of address.

e. The person submitting the record must be a member of the
Church. The relationship of the person submitting the record to
the persons appearing as Husband and Wife on the form should be
entered in the proper space.
(Refer to Section VI, "Relationship.")

7. DESIGNATION OF SEX

The sex of each child listed on the record should be correct-
ly entered in the space provided. When romanizing, use the letter
M for male, and F for female. If sex is unknown and not stated in

a source document, place a question mark (?) in the space for sex,

and place the word unidentified in the space for temple ordinances.
Example

:

BAPTIZED

SEX
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9. RECORDS EXAMINERS

In those areas where the regular examination system is in use,
the Family Group Record forms should be examined and initialed by
ward, stake, or mission genealogical records examiners, before the
forms are mailed to the Genealogical Society. (See example under No. 8)

Records examiners should inspect the forms to determine if
they have been prepared correctly and completely. The examiners
should not make any marks or any changes on the records. Any
suggestions should be written on a slip of paper and given to the
patron.

After the examiners have initialed the Family Group Record
forms, the patron may send them to the Genealogical Society for
processing. If there are no examiners in the area where the patron
resides, the records may be sent without being examined.

10. SOURCES OF INFORMATION

In the space for "Sources of Information," enter a correct
and complete but brief list of the sources consulted to obtain
the information on that particular Family Group Record form. Such
a statement is necessary to authenticate the information, to
insure that all needful sources have been consulted, and to serve
as a guide to other persons interested in that same family.

Include:

a. Name of the record, or the type of record.

b. Place where the record is located, including correct address.

c. Name of the owner, author, writer, editor or publisher of
the record.

In the Appendix is a listing of the major records sources
in Japan. A brief explanation of each type of record is also
given. Those seeking genealogical information should utilize
this chart.

The following examples illustrate how some of these sources
should be recorded in the space "Sources of Information."
Examples:

SOURCE OF INFORMATION

« .. ./^<^,-L 1^ .^ S-, ":&-
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION

KoteKi "tchon, KitA-Ku Ya.Ku-ih6 , Tc Ky o .

1^UT^ -? (i

11. NECESSARY EXPLANATIONS

Enter an explanation of any unusual situation, such as:
Adoptions, divorces, helpful facts of identity, changes of names
of persons or places, or any other fact which may add clarity to
the record. If the space on the front of the form is insufficient,
continue on the back of the form. Use the mark %' to indicate
that additional information appears on the reverse side.

I*e /« y^us iAit- H'tA

'^'S^'Ui^fl NECESSARY EXPLANATIONS
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Section III

*****
RECORDING OF NAMES

i. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

The names of persons should be written on the Family Group
Record form exactly as they appear in source documents. Include
under "Necessary Explanations" any other names by which the
persons were known in life. A wife should be entered with her own
maiden surname, when known. Write the surname (family name) first,
followed by the given name(s) . The proper kanji form should be
used, followed by the kana , to give the correct pronunciation. The
kana may be written just above the kanji or placed in brackets at

the side. If the pronunciation is unknown and cannot be deter-
mined by research, the "ON" sound should be used.

If the names are romanized, the family surname should be
written in CAPITAL LETTERS (or underlined) ; the given names should
be written in lower case letters.
Example

:

HUSB

BORN

EeA(?/\, SOTOKU.

n B PLAC
- tt6 t::::7

SEX
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HUSB

BORN

MARR

DIED

ii ^ i^^ ^'^ X^^^v T"vf^ MAKi^Jo ^y OKU 00, RoKuro
( ) n B

( ) H B

( ) ^ ;^

PLACE
Jtfi

-X

HUSBAND'S
FATHER OKU 60, Qo'ichl *(^S

HUSBAND'S
MOTHER

it
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C. Professional Name

If a person adopted a professional name, or if he was
given an "achievement" name in life, these names should
follow his regular ( ""^ ^ ) name, as an or name. If the
professional name had a number designation such as 1st ,

2nd , etc, include the number with the name.
Example:

HUSB
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3. NICKNAMES

If a person used a nickname and such name is essential
for proper identification of the individual, it should
be noted under "Necessary Explanations."
Example

:

HUSB

BORN
:>^i^ATA , Tert-e tV

PLACET

'jZ-^^"^Sfl NECESSARY EXPLANATIONS

Hi,ii>h u.li> .^|5<r hnei^,\ as K^f^^AMA T,-n4-K

B. If a person moved to a foreign country and there took a
foreign nickname, such name may be added as another given-
name .

Example

:

SEX

ttSU
CHI LDREN( f (*t£^ S )

"-isi E.,h Ch.id' »h,i
Dead tin Orde

SURNAMEI CAPITALIZED) GIVEN NAMES ( )

WHEN BORN

n H

f^ H

CLAN NAMES AND SURNAMES

[

Prior to the Meiji Era , surnames were not common. Many of the
nobles, rulers and warrior class used clan names, titles and
occupations, for family identification. Such names, when used
as identifying family names, should be entered as a surname.
Example:

HUSB
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SINGLE NAMES

Do not assume surnames for persons born prior to the Meiji
Era . If no evidence is found in the record to indicate a person
had or used a family or clan name, a title name or place name
similar to a surname, the single name should be used to identify
that person.
Example:

HUSB



I
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In certain record sources, the name of the wife is
not given. She is simply termed "the wife." If, after
diligent search, it is not possible to learn the wife's
given name or the surname of the family from which she
came, she may be entered as "Mrs." (husband's name).
Example

:

HUSB
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B. If it is not known and cannot be determined which of
the sons or daughters this child may be, use only the designa-
tion of "son" or 'daughter, " "Mister" or "Miss".
Example

:

en m
ft **

E M
A
1-

o

En *
i #

It :&

T <^

SEX
ffigl)
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The Kaimyo name should be entered as an additional name,
Example 1:

The given name is unknown, but the family surname
is known.

WIFE

<
- ^gni on i

TfTBORN
( ) ^ B B

Example 2

:

The given name is known; the family surname is unknown,

HUSB

BORN
( ) ¥ n |PLACEJ

Example 3;

Name is unknown; family surname is unknown; husband
is known.

HUSB
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9. OCCUPATIONS. PROFESSIONS, AND TITLES

If the occupation, profession, or title of a person is given
in the source record, it should be entered following the name,
(Place the romaji in parenthesis.)
Example

:

HUSB

MA TiuVAiKA, Tadanao (H.^o no X^m] )

BORN
( ) * n B PLACE

Its

10, UNCOMMON OR UNUSUAL NAMES

If a person has an uncommon or unusual name (such as a female
being given a male name) , this fact should be mentioned under
"Necessary Explanations."
Example: SKX
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WIFE

BORN

DIED

Vet:

Example

:

-^ -rU 'Wi. :3

tt « !S7 tf ^ ^ rAN/\KA, Hart^KO

( ) ¥ M

( ) ¥ H

WIFE'S
FATHER

- V -

:i i«s WIFE'S
MOTHER 5f Ycjne

12, SURNAME OF ILLEGITIMATE CHILD

Record an illegitimate child with the surname by which it
was known in life. If the mother did not marry, the child
may sometimes take the mother's surname. In some cases, a
person of authority gave the child a surname. Such matters
should be noted under "Necessary Explanations."
Example:

WIFE
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Section iv

RECORDING OF DATES

1. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

A. Birth, marriage, and death dates are to be entered for the
persons on the Family Group Record form.

1. A date of birth—either actual, registered, calculat-
ed (see page 28 ) , or approximated (see page 29 )

is required for each person on the record.

2. The marriage date should be entered when known, but
is not required.

3. The death date should be entered when known. A date
of burial or cremation may be used in place of a
death date when the date of death cannot be found.

B. Dates should be entered on the Family Group Record form
just as they are found in the original source document.
If the Era-Reign year is not clearly designated in the
record, the patron must determine the proper year-period,
or era-period, from historical facts or other information
in the source documents. (Arabic numbers may be used in
Japanese.

)

C. Dates may be romanized and converted to a modified western
form. If the patron can do this, it will assist with the
processing task.

D. The following simplified form of date conversion has been
approved for the use with the Family Group Record forms.
(No attempt should be made to transliterate the Lunar
Calendar dates to the equivalent western calendar dates.)

1. If the date is a lunar calendar date , convert the day
and month to romaji, using the same day and month
designation found in the source document.
(The letter D is used for day, M for month. )

Refer to Chart No. 1, in the Appendix (or any other
good Era-date conversion chart such as Doku-shi-biy5
{1^t.i%itp^ ) to convert the Era-reign year to an equi-
valent period in the modified lunar calendar. A
capital L (lunar) must follow such a date as in the
following example:

In Japanese: ^h'& '^ A- i^ ^ ^i^^ "3

Translated: Meiji 1st year, 10 month, 24 day.
Simplified conversion: 24D lOM 1868L
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Dates romanized in this style will be recognized as
lunar calendar dates.

If the date is a solar calendar date , convert the date
to the standard western calendar, in the following
manner:

In Japanese: K,jt.^-^ /^l^i- 1. B

Translated: Taisho 3rd year, 6 month, 17 day
Converted: 17 June 1914

Dates written in this style will be recognized as
true solar calendar dates.
Example:

HUSB
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1. Era-Reign Dates (Nengo )

Special auspicious eras were officially designated,
and any event was dated as occurring in a particular
year of that era.
Example

:

^ Yfc ^ ^ , or " Bunka " 6th year.
(The date-chart indicates this is 1809)

2. Sexagenary Cycle (Junishi-Jikkan )

The Oriental Zodiac calendar gives each year a name.
There are five related cycles of 12 years each. The
entire cycle repeats each 60 years. The "Era" in
which such year occurred might also be indicated in
the source document. If such indication is not given,
a careful check should be made of other dates in the
same document to insure that any date calculated from
the Sexagenary calendar falls within the correct cycle,
For example:

Date

'f "^ — Kinoe-ne (Year of the rat.)
(This could be 1684, 1744, 1804, 1864, or any other
date in the same cycle series. But if the record
also indicates that this was during the ERA OF BUNKA,

5^ /Ci / then it would be known the indicated year
was 1804. See chart.)

3. Emperor-Reign Year. (Tenno)

The years were numbered and designated according to
the number of years of the reign of the Emperor.
This older system was replaced by the Era-reign
system. Since Meiji (1868), however, the Era-reign
period and the Emperor-reign period have been the
same. The year 1965, for example, is the 40th year
of the Era " Showa . " It is also the 40th year of
the reign of the present Emperor, Hirohito.

Intercalary Month ( Uru"-doshi ) .

Inserted in the lunar calendar about every three years
was an intercalary month, making thirteen months in that
year. Only twelve months were numbered. The intercalary
month bore the same number as the preceding month, but with
an identifying character Pil ^ ( Uru-doshi ) . This Uru
designation is important, and should be included in any
date where it occurs.
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Example

;

WIFE

m
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Date of Death,

Enter the full date of death. (If only the year of
death is known, it may be entered, but an explanation
should be given.)
Example

:

TP *ff
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Marriage dates.

1. Enter marriage dates when known.
Example

:

MARR
*S4S
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4. Enter dates of additional marriages of children in
space marked "other marriages" at the bottom of the
form.
Example

:

OCA
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H. Children Who Died Young,

I

Children who died when they were less than eight years of
age do not need baptism and endowments performed in their
behalf. They are only sealed to their parents. Enter the
date of death, when known, for all children who died young.
If the death date is not known but the age at death is
known, enter this information in the space for "date of
death." If the source document indicates the child died as
a baby (yoji iij ^ ), this word (written infant in romaji)
may be entered in the space for "date of death." Enter the
word child in the space for ordinance dates. Any other
information given in the source document or known about the
dead child should be entered under "Necessary Explanations."
Example

:

M

{i-m 'W¥

n B

Mn<^mm ihPh

child

cln:id

chllJ

child

'E'S^'IftBfl NECESSARY EXPLANATIONS

^<t '7 ' '^^t^i^ ei/^pg xi,% q i (i^) ^t^-t. ^j^i.

\

I

Recording Date of Divorce.

If any marriage ended in a divorce, enter the romaji abbre-
viation div following the marriage date. Enter the date of

the divorce, if known, and other details of the divorce under

"Necessary Explanations."
Example

HUSB
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J, Persons Born Within the Last 95 Years

The Genealogical Society assumes that persons submitting
names for other than direct ancestors have obtained
approval from the closest living relative of the deceased
before submitting records pertaining to persons born with-
in the last 95 years. This permission is required to
protect the legal rights of privacy.

"Right of Privacy" is the legal right of an individual to
be protected against public display of his own personal
records. This would include the right of an individual
who requests no temple work be performed for himself or
near relatives.

4. CALCULATING BIRTH DATES

When an actual birth date is unknown, it may sometimes be cal-
culated from other known facts.

A. A Calculated date is one that has been computed from the
recorded age of an individual at some specific date.
(Note: An Approximated date is one which has been reason-
ably assumed, based on other information pertaining to the
person, his family, and his lineage. When sufficient in-
formation is available, approximations of birth dates will
be completed, and entered by the Genealogical Society.
(See following Item, 5, pp. 29-30.)

B. Requirements for Calculating Dates of Birth.

A Calculated date of birth will be accepted only when
all the following conditions are met:

1. The source documents give the locality of birth or
residence.

2. The age of the individual at some specific time
is given in the source.

3. No source exists which gives the year of the birth.

C. Calculating Year of Birth

1. When calculating the year of birth of an individual
from the age at death, or from some event in that
person's life, the Japanese custom of computing
age should be taken into consideration.

(Until recently, the age of an individual was
computed according to the calendar years in
which he lived. Thus a person born in Novem-
ber would be 2 years old on the following
January 1st. The number of "years" in the
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I

age would then often be one more than the actual
nuinber of calendar years of age. Some documents,
however, would give a person's age in full,
according to proper calculations. Such age was
termed Mandoshi — age in full.)

If the source document does not state that the age
at the time of the dated event is the "age in full"

(Man-doshi >^ ^ ) then it would be proper to deduct
one year from the age at death to calculate the
desired year of birth for temple records.

The year of birth may be calculated on the basis
of the known age of the individual at a specific
date. This known date is to be entered on the record.
For Example: A Calculated birth year from age at death;

li # -^-
''*"'

BORN

DIED

icn

( ) ^
1S08'

T

WIFE'S \J^')t'U

Sh^tiWC^^ NECESSARY EXPLANATIONS

a-) The record indicates a person died in 1876, age
70 years. His birth year may be calculated as
1807.

b) The record indicates a person received a profes-
sional degree in 1807, when he was 32 years
old. His birth year may be calculated as 1776,

Do not use the word "about" (abt)
a calculated date.

(Yaku t-^i ) with

5. APPROXIMATED BIRTH DATES

I

When the actual date of birth is unknown and it has not been
possible to find any dated event from which a birth date
may be calculated, an acceptable birth date may sometimes
be obtained by approximation. Only the year of birth is
approximated

.
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For Example;

1, In a family with five children, the dates of birth of
children No. 1, No. 3 and No. 5 are known. If birth
dates cannot be found for children No. 2 and No. 4,

it may be possible to approximate birth years for
children No. 2 and No. 4.

2. A long line pedigree contains birth dates and death
dates for many of the persons in the lineage, but a

date of birth is not recorded for some of the
ancestors.

If sufficient other information is found, it may be
possible to reasonably approximate a year of birth
for those whose birth dates are unknown.

B. Approximations of birth dates shall be made by the Genealog-
ical Society. The patrons need, not enter approximated
dates, but may do this if they have record experience. The
patron should, however, provide as much information as
possible, either documentary information, historical data,
or related facts from which approximated dates may be
deduced.

C. Approximated birth dates are not acceptable for living persons,

D. The word Yaku ( ^ ) , English abbreviation abt meaning
"about," is placed in front of approximated dates.

6. TEMPLE ORDINANCE DATES

A. LDS Temple ordinance dates should be recorded in the space
provided on the Family Group Record form, for reference,
and to facilitate processing of the record.

Space is provided for recording baptism, endowments, and
sealing dates. If any of these ordinances have been pre-
viously performed, either in person or by proxy, for the
dead, the date should be entered. Immediately following
or just above each date of endowment or sealing, enter
the initials of the temple where the ordinance was
performed.
Examples: RELATION TO HUSBAND

BAPTIZED
' < 7" T X -?•

(*)

(«)

/^ A/ay i^ic

RELATION TO WIFE

ENDOWED
SEALEO( D.lt & Tempiel
WIFE TO HUSBAND

SEALED! Due & Trmpit)
CHrLOREN TO PARENTS

* « . : K " 1*1 »^
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Alberta
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Section V

*****
RECORDING PLACES

GEOGRAPHIC DEFINITION OF JAPAN

For records purposes, the country of JAPAN is defined to mean:

A. The four main islands of Hokkaido , Honshu, Kyushu and
Shikoku ;

B. The hundreds of small islands surrounding the principal
islands;

C. Larger offshore island groups, such as:

Amami-Gunto
Nanpo-Shoto
Okinawa-Gunt

5

Sakishima-Gunto

Bonin Islands
Got5-Retto
Izu Schichito
Oki-Gunto
Osumi-Gunto
Sado
Tokara-Gunto
Tsushima
Volcano Islands

NOTE: All off shore islands under items B and C are to
be considered a part of KEN or HAN to which they
are (or were) politically affiliated.

OKINAWA or the RYUKYU ISLANDS, although closely associated
with Japan, was nominally an independent kingdom prior to
1879. From that year until the present time it has been a
part of Okinawa-Ken, Japan, (except for the recent World
War II occupation) . The Ken designation should be used for
records of persons born since 1879, or for any persons
recorded in any Okinawa-Ken koseki records. Prior to that
period, it should be considered as a separate country,
RYUKYU ISLANDS.

JAPANESE COLONIES

A. Former Japanese Colonies will be considered a part of Japan
during the period of the occupation, insofar as records of
Japanese Nationals are concerned, since records of these
persons will list the place name with Japanese designations.
The present names of such places will be entered under
"Necessary Explanations."
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Example: {nIN
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D. Record names of places in Japanese style. Include the
furigana for proper pronounciation, but kana need not be
written for the ken , to , fu , do , or for Japan
Example:

RN
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B. If the place is an urban area, the name of the City (Shi)
must be given, and the District (Cho or Machi) should be
included when known. In the large cities, the name of
the Political Ward (Section or Ku) must be included.

C. If the place is in a rural area, the name of the county
(Gun) must be given, and also the village or district
(Mura or Machi)

.

D. In the three Municipal Provinces (the Fu and To of Kyoto,
Osaka and Tokyo), the names of the Wards (Ku) must be
entered.
(See Examples at the end of the chapter.)

DITTO MARKS

The use of ditto marks is permitted to indicate that the place-
name is exactly the same as the name on the previous line.

Ditto marks may be used only if the name is entirely the same
as the previous place, in the same sequence, and there are no

intervening or blank lines.
Example

:

WIFE
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ROMANIZING PLACES

The patron may romanize the names of places, but should use
the European method for sequence.
Example

:

-T i-j:j._/_> ti*JZA2.

i^n
WIFE'S
MOTHER it ^

ANCIENT PLACE-NAMES

Certain ancient records list names of places as known at that
time. Determine the present-day locality as nearly as possible,
and give the details under "Necessary Explanations."
Example:

HUSB

BORN

\
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Section VI

******
RELATIONSHIP

RELATIONSHIP REQUIRED

Under present procedures, patrons should submit only records
of:

a) Direct ancestors, and kindred to whom they have a specific
blood relationship;

b) Those persons who are married to a blood relative.
(Refer also to section VII No. 14, "Adoptions and Heir-
ships. "

)

RECORDING RELATIONSHIP

The relationship of the person submitting the record to the
husband and to the wife on each Family Group Record form
should be entered in the spaces designated. It is suggested
the relationships be romanized and converted to the standard
English equivalent. Refer to the charts provided as a guide
to recording the proper relationship designations.
Examples

:

tItB#
NAME AND ADDRESS OF PERSON

SUBMITTING RECORD

M m^'^f -\"V/' /P ^

€t$ff^^^^'}i /Tg^#3f
-faro Vam^tla

RELATION TO HUSBAND

BAPTIZED

(*)

RELATION TO WIFE
/1<TA-

ENDOWED
SEALEOi Dale & Temple^
WIFE TO HUSBAND

SEALEOI Dale & Temple)
CHILDREN TO PARENTS
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DESIGNATE DIRECT ANCESTOR

If a child appearing on a submitted Family Group Record form
is a direct ancestor of the person submitting the record,
enter an X by the name in the space designated for recording
the sex of such child.
Example:

IE \i

A
1"
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Chart A

CHART OF RELATIONSHIP ABBREVIATIONS

When relationship terms are converted to the English equivalent,
they may be written in an abbreviated form.

Son - son
Daughter - dau
Brother - bro
Sister - sis
Nephew - neph
Niece - nee
Grandson - g son
Granddaughter - g dau
Great-grandson - gg son
2 Great-grandson - 2 gg son
Grand-nephew - g neph
In-law - il
Generations removed - r
1st cousin 2 generations

removed - Ic 2r

Chart B Direct Ancestors

Direct Ancestors are an individual's progenitors, that is,

those persons through whom an individual is directly de-
scended. The following pedigree chart illustrates in out-
line form the manner in which direct ancestral lines extend;

Father

You (Patron)

Grandfather

Grandmother

Mother

Greuidmother

Great-Grandfather

Great-Grandmother

Great-Grandfather

Great-Grandmother

Great -Grauidfather

Great-Grandmother

Great-Grandfather

Great-Grandmother
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Section VII

******
MI SCELLANEOUS

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Patrons should use the reverse side of the Family Group
Record form to enter additional facts, historical data, and
any other information which will add to the clarity of the
record or assist in approximating dates.

RECORDS OF THE IMPERIAL HOUSEHOLD. (TENNO)

To prevent duplication of effort, the family records of

the Imperial Household will be prepared from the most reliable
sources by personnel of the Genealogical Society. Family
Group Record forms pertaining to such families should not be
submitted by Church members. However, Church members who
have ancestry of Royal lineage may submit pedigree charts
showing their established connections to the Imperial House-
hold and listing the sources used to establish this connection.
This information will be used for reference by the Genealogical
Society in the Royalty Project.

For the purpose of this project, the Imperial Household
is defined to mean:

a. The Emperor (All recognized Emperors). _
b. The wives or husbands of the Ruler (Tenno)

.

c. The children and grandchildren of any Emperor.

RECORDS OF NOBILITY (KUGE AND DAIMYO)

Records of families of Nobility, other than those defined

as the Imperial Household, may be submitted by Church members

who have a direct ancestral lineage to such persons. (Nobility

would include such rank as Buke , Kuge , Daimyo , Shogun , etc.)

THE CONFIDENTIAL SECTION

The Genealogical Society maintains a special "Confidential

Section" responsible for the care of any records submitted

which contain information of a confidential nature. Patrons

who have such information in their records may, if they desire,

request that certain Family Group Record forms be placed m the

Confidential File.
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5. ILLEGITIMACY

When a source record states an individual was born illegit-
imately, this fact should be entered under "Necessary Explana-
tions. "

STILLBORN CHILD

A stillborn child is defined as one who has never taken
a breath of life during or after birth. No temple ordinance
work need be performed for such children.

SEX

1 ^
r

2 S

Stillborn children should be recorded in the normal
chronological order of birth, with the word stillborn
( shi-san ^ ^ ) entered in the space for the temple ordinance
dates.
Example:

nuoo/\i^L/oi

- D«ad)d) Ordar of Birdi

SURNAME( CAPITAUZEO) GIVEN NAMES

SATc" / Toki

^^0 h^

J^^ %,^ tfc4t)

^ATo^ Sen
<, •5+i//t'i'rn)

a^ WHEN BORN '\

( ) ^ ^ B ^

ifivL) q 1^ i n s B\

? jan I'^^O

( ) ^ n '_, -Tc- ife

5-filiklfL

SEAUED(D«1« Si Ter
CHILDREN TO PAP

n ^- ^ a ft I/'

COUPLE DIE WITHOUT ISSUE

If it is definitely known that a couple died "without
issue", that is, they had no children, this should be noted
under "Necessary Explanations."

8. CORRECTIONS

Minor adjustments which do not affect the validity of the
temple ordinances will not be made.

Should a family record previously submitted need any
important corrections or additions, a new copy of the record
should be submitted with the correction underlined in red.
Attach a note explaining the change requested and giving the
source of the new information.

ANCIENT RECORDS

A. Temple ordinance work will be performed only for indivi-
duals born after the year A.D. 200, unless special
permission is obtained from the First Presidency of the
Church through the Genealogical Society.
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B. Patrons should not submit any records of ancestors born
before A.D. 707, unless they first submit a pedigree
of their lineage, which extends prior to this date, for
verification and approval by the Genealogical Society.

10. PAPER EVENTS

"Paper document" events which are recorded but which
never actually took place need not be entered on the Family
Group Record form. These need only be mentioned under
"Necessary Explanations."
Examples of such events:

(a) A marriage which was recorded on paper, but never
consummated.

(b) A divorce which was obtained after a spouse had died.

11. SPECIAL ITEMS

Any special case such as twins, or any situation not
mentioned in this manual, should be explained in detail.
The Genealogical Society will evaluate the situation based on
the information supplied.

12. TEMPLE FILE or FAMILY FILE

Place instructions with each group of Family records submit-
ted to indicate whether the ordinances are to be performed by
the "temple" (A) or by the "family" (B) . Please allow ample
time for records processing (C)

.

A. "Temple File." The names may be placed in the Temple File
and the ordinance work will be performed by any Church
member under direction of temple officials.

B. "Family File." Names of near and close relatives may be
placed in the " Family File ." These are held in a special
file at the temple until the patron, or his family and
friends, attend to the ordinance work. (But not over 60

days.) In such case, indicate which temple, and what date
the patron will attend.

C. "Excursions." Records submitted for a special excursion
are held in the special "family file" until the date of

the excursion, if arrangements have been made in advance.

^ Indicate which temple and the planned date. Since it takes

^ considerable time for processing and transmittal of large

numbers of records for special excursions, such records
should be submitted at least 90 days before the time of

the planned excursion.

D. Every reasonable effort will be made to prepare all records

submitted for any special excursion and have them at the

temple by the specified date.
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E. Changes in temple instructions cannot be accepted
after the records have been received at the Genealogical
Society

13. RETURN OF PATRON ' S RECORDS

Each patron should keep a duplicate copy of all Family
Group Record forms submitted, since the originals might be-
come lost in transit.

All records submitted for temple processing are checked
for acceptability.

a) Record forms which do not meet minimum standards or which
require additional information may be returned to the
patron with a note of request or explanation.

b) Records of living persons are placed in the "patron's
Reference Section" at the Genealogical Society.

c) Acceptable records are processed for temple ordinance
work. After the temple records are prepared, the patron's
copy of the Record forms are returned to the patron. Each
group has an accompanying "Backing Card" attached, which
explains the meanings of the markings placed on the record
to indicate the action taken by the Genealogical Society.
On occasion, a patron may note his record has been changed.
(Such changes are made in pencil or green ink.) In such
cases, the record has been adjusted to agree with a record
previously submitted, or to comply with standard processing
procedures.

14. ADOPTIONS AND HEIRSHIPS

Any and all adoptions (yoshi and muko-yoshi) of every
kind—whether child, marriage, heirship, or any other type
known and recognized--must be fully and completely explained
on the Family Group Record form.

a. Enter all known information— including dates, names of
adoptive parents, and names of natural parents--under
"Necessary Explanations." Use the reverse side of the
form if more space is needed.

b. When an adoption results in a change of name, the new
name { given and/or surname) , shall precede the former
name(s) when entering such persons on the Family Group
Record form. (See No. 2, A, of Section III, "Recording
of Names. "

)

c. If a patron desires to submit the records of any family
other than those acceptable under normal processing
procedures, please submit such record form with a written
request to the Genealogical Society, for analysis.
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15. MINIMUM STANDARDS OF IDENTIFICATION

To insure the unique identity of each individual listed
on the Family Group Record form, the following minimum
standards of identification have been established.

To be acceptable for processing, each person shall have:

a) A proper blood-relationship to the person submit-
ting the record, (the Family Representative)

,

either direct-line or collateral-line, or shall
be married to a blood-line relative.

b) A correct and complete name. If the name is not
given in the source record and cannot be learned,
the person must be fully identified as to which
son or daughter he or she is in the family (2nd
son, 3rd dau. , etc. ); or, the individual must be
identified as the spouse of some known relative.

c) A birth date, either actual or calculated, or it
must be possible to reasonably approximate a birth
year based upon an accompanying family pedigree and
other known facts supplied in the record.

d) A correct place of birth, or it must be reasonably
possible to establish the place of birth or resi-
dence from other facts given in the source docu-
ments .

e) The name of the parent (s) if the actual date and
place of birth are unknown.

f) All name changes (either surname or given name) fully
explained.

g) All adoptions and family heirship arrangements fully
explained.
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CHART 1 CHAHT 1

APPENDIX
i'c % Or ii 5!- -SS-

NENGO OR ERA DATE CHART

For converting the Nengo year to the
equivalent Western CalencJar year.

The first year of each Era-reign periocS is given
with the equivalent year in the moc3ified western calenc3ar.
To calculate, ac3d the Nengo year number to the year
inc3icated, and subtract one. (The indicated year itself
is the first year.)

Example:

Meiji 22 Year is 1889: That is, 1868 plus 22, less 1 = 1889

Showa



Zodiac
Year

Chinese CHINESE SEXAGENARY CALENDAR CHART

1. Rat
2. Ox
5. Tiger—
H-. Hare
5« Dragon-
6. SnaJce

—

7. Horse

—

8. Goat
9. Monkey-

10. Cock
11. Dog
12. Pig
13. Rat
14. Ox
15. Tiger—
15. Hare
17. Dragon-
18. Snake

—

19. Horse

—

20. Goat
21. Monkey-
22. Cock
25. Dog
24. Pig
25. Rat
26. Ox
27. Tiger—
28. Hare
29. Dragon-
30. Snake

—

31. Horse

—

32. Goat
35. Monkey-
34. Cock
55. Dog
56. Pig
37. Rat
38. Ox
39. Tiger

—

40. Hare
41. Dragon-
42. Snake

—

43. Horse

—

44. Goat
45. Monkey-
46. Cock
47. Dog
48. Pig
49^ Rat
50. Ox
51. Tiger—
52. Hare
53. Dragon-
54. Snake

—

55. Horse

—

55. Goat
57. Monkey-
58. Cock-

—

59. Dog
60. Pig

Name
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CHART 3

The months of the year, with the romanlzed abbreviation.

n ^ i ir

in
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HUSB

BORN

MARR

DIED

5€t

3^

WIFE

4i-

BORN

DIED

'/Et

ftfet^

SEX
tt?IJ

^

X-

3X

M

M

M

M

«r *^^ rf) X
ii 4^ )// J-^'^i.t T/€j

31) lbtri833I
(^«3 'S- ^n^-i
reg "21D 3M IB39I

(3/^>a) 'fl'-r- ! ^ nr~E
11 May 1910

HUSBAND'S
FATHER

HUSBAND'S
OTHER
WIVES

44 « '=1' €>^

(5Si'-^) +- ^ - H+-^va

i8d 2M iBUoi
<]£) -r ^<-n ^Q

3 Julyl921
WIFE'S
FATHER

WIFE'S
OTHER

HUSBANDS

ii $, f<l & i

ii. t,

11 *ti:™.,T:li'( fSriC K' "
SURNAME! CAPITALIZED)

nij.^ e^j&j C-^-sr;

KAWASAKI, dau (1st

KAWASAKI. Yuki

'''L^—^—-$—:1-Tj

KAWASAKI. Chuhei

KAWASAKI, I^. (2nd

M_ j-ir_-^_;g. _*J!. r

KAWASAKI, Tomokich
<» /- #7 "^-^ '»':

KATO OR KAWASAKI,

^'1 ^'^ /C/^ )

KAWASAKI, child (s

-^W-^^f 'fl thc'fr SOURCE 01

Koseki tohon, Joyo-Mac
Yarae-Shi

Kakeizu in poss of KAWASAKI, Sadahiko, 13OO Tadsuni

Husb was Yoshi to KAWASAKI, Kumataro and UEDA, Sus

#5 Tomokichi div 1st wife on 10 Apr I906; #6 Kyiizo

Chikw?:ono-Kuni is now Fukuoka-Ken; Kugihara and Yo

Tadami is now a part of Ya-ne-Shi, Fukuoka-Ken
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CHART 3

The months of the year, with the romanized abbreviation.
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HUSB

BORN

MARR

DIED

5<;

it

«r *^ ra jfT ^'r •/''>

44 « Ji/J-^'^i* 't/C.^/7%' KAWASAKI OR NAKAO, Takezo

(i-^-^O ID
Jf;_X'_A 4lJ

"5i)'iari833L

reg "21D 3M l8^9L

11 May 1910
:t

HUSBAND'S
FATHER

HUSBAND'S
OTHER
WIVES

PLACE
m
r.

ja_^JM.t^l^.-?-.irM-^-^-f^-it_—^S'- Aljn
of Kupjihara-Mura, Kami-Tsuma-Gun. Chikngono-Kuni^ Jpn
jt_^MM.j;^-i^Mi^j±—. - :__:___'>_i_i

Yokoyama-Miira, Kami-Tsuma-Gim, Chiku^ono-Kimi , Jpn

.^-$_iii?l#_-'_'i.^^_Mj:h,^ir jr__i

Yokoyama-Mura, Yame-Gun, Fukuoka-Ken, Jpn
X. *-;

NAKAO, Jin-emon
^t^S

HUSBAND'S -'I *"^- '^- f'f J^
MOTHER i4 ;g ^^ rj A^\

i A

tt ^, cO ^ >k .^ ^A ^ + do Q •,% ,K 9 f- (1) Ito 8m I833L, SHIMIZU, Taki
WIFE

BORN

18d'2M 18U0l"

15 --

L C-

± i
eri <n

J- ^f

t
4

tn ,t,

o li

It e

'', ^
* ,t

i I*

t ^

*

DIED

'yEt:

:<a£) JT JP^^
3 Julyl92l"

WIFE'S
FATHER

WIFE'S
OTHER

HUSBANDS

PLACE
(2) UCHIDA. Kiku

__^_#_^_l4J§--:^:<^l£^Lf>_*'t_ ."LtJli

Tadami-Mixra, Yame-G^, nhikugono-Kunij Jpn
-?_-^^iJ*[i4_->_^-fliS-thiii :^-!-^-:

Yokoyama-Mura, Yame-Giin, Fukuoka-Ken. Jpn

ft « f^ ts it^ ^n UCHIDA, Ryunosuke
i(n%

WIFE'S
MOTHER

. ') *'l

ft ;g -^t? ty /- xf

ft ^
SEX cm LDREN( ^fit« « ) I-i.lE.ch Child! Wh,»,r L,.

SURNAME! CAPITALIZED) GIVEN NAMES

j;(j.^ Cxj&j i4<^) -tint^

KA\1ASAK1, dau (1st)

TT
i'J-'*L^.-_^_t

KAWASAKI. Yuki
3X

so '"_'!!^-_^.i—-t--t.t_t?_^:\i.

M KAWASAKI^ Chuhei

^ '1/.^ u'S^fK--^^'

M KAWASAKI, yiT. f2nd son)

_ J.
i_

^

Jl_t1 _;g^ _ _ _iV7_ r_^ _ H eiP^

.

M KAWASAKI, Tomokichi

M KATO OR KAWASAKI, Kyuzo

Ji\ji^ CiLrk)

KAWASAKI, child (stillborn)

thi WHEN BORN

Cfl-ifJO :^rtL/^ ^ B

2D Um 18$9L

(i^) 7u ^-r-n t-B

lOD IIM I86IT.

\n^>'d) TO ^ ^n^^^

290 M I86UL

(4^-i i 4^ ^

1867

im-ii) ^ s^£-nfh

9D 5M I87OL

(3^7-^ A ^/UHA B

8 Sep 1873

(A*^>t^j<^yVji ^ B

abt 1875
-^i^COftJI • djP'i" • SOURCE OF INFORMATION

Koseki tohon, Joyo-Machi Yakuba, Yame-Gvm;
Yarae-Shi Yakusho, Fukuoka-Ken )^

WHERE BORN

a u^ TfJ fISfE) Bfi n

Yokoyama-Mura, ^-Tsuma^-jGun ^iKugono-Kuni, Jpn

.<^̂

^
Yokoyama-Miira, Kami-Tsuma-Gun

Fukuoka-Ken, Jpn

5^?!^Ml?

fa*<^

{
1

^iPi(^'^ti§l'X±. OTHER MARRIAGES OF CHILDREN

#5 Tomokichi md (2) 19 July 1907 IWATA,



HUSB

f ^1/ a^-^ ^>;
4^ /^3i

Jpn

?»J '!/-^ -^'"^ '/ 4') ' 7 /U 7
WFE

44

I /^ ffi^ ^ <

.i?-iSL:3^$i>_ j3jpje/i^2_- EXAMINERS

-ilj^-f-ii _€J^:V_-?ii5_

MISSION OR STAKE

Jiilj-

TANTOTinKT, Yftsu

1. "l-t-^Wfc^tp

0^4^;)^ fiXilSE Xr-irgC
NAME AND ADDRESS OF PERSON

SUBMITTING RECORD

^'^•$-^^^5- *^/^+ l^O

:U, Taki ;i:ftC^-</5e;t'*t.iil:J.»r/ rgas

Michiko Kawasaki

^ < ^•> ;:^ ^"i A 7 23 Kanaya-Machi 1-Chome

J?^* ^V> __3 ^^;<? A 2_
Kita-Ku, Osaka-Shi, Osaka, Japan

RELATION TO HUSBAND

*i:^*5lffi 2 gg dau
VyC WADA, Tome BAPTIZED

(*)

i - t

)

tt

DATE OF FIRST MARRIAGE ŴHENJUED
;! B («)

ffl^w4t^(^') A>^-) TO WHOM

RELATION TO WIFE

mt<r>mh 2 gg dai.

ENDOWED
SEALED' O.tt & Ttmpl.)
WIFE TO HUSBAND

SEALEDI Date &. TcmDiel
CHILDREN TO PARENTS

) ^ ^ H ^^VB^^^^^FT

Jpn child

^..^.^^^1^ . B

Child

±__ii

ffl -^ -&-

B

UEDA, Zenkichi
, 2 Jui^l88q I I Nov 192U

Te>B

-S; il TAKAHASHI, Shika

l^^^^^m^^ /! B ;•*+•

„^3 Dec^lSQ^ diV 2 Feb l9ii2,

(1) OK-^E, Hana
8 Mar I896

—
"J '15 Nov '1931

^j° m 'I
/ KATO. Ritsu

H a 4^ n /o ;£ e /I

stillborn stillborn do not seal
DREN

07 IWATA, Shiga

'l^-¥^'^^fl NECESSARY EXPLANATIONS

^.
>^t





jne-Shi, Fukuoka-Ken

I 2i+B lOM 135IL; #U name xinknown, Kakeizu shows he died age 13 yrs;
! Muko-yoshi;
una are now a part of Joyo-Machi, Yame-Gim, Fukuoka-Ken;
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PREFACE

This paper is not int-ended to catalog in detail the various historical records of Japan,

but to supply, as accurately as possible, a general overview of the major genealogi-

cal records of Japan which may serve as a guide to more intensive research. This ap-

proach was taken to conserve the time and money that would have been involved in

a detailed survey and because this paper is aimed at an educational cross section;

therefore necessitating simplicity.

With sincere appreciation we acknowledge the assistance of Akira Hayami, Keio Uni-

versity; Noburu Hiraga, University of Washington; and Ray A. Moore, Amherst Col-

lege, in the compilation of this paper. Their freely given suggestions and knowledge

of source materials in Japan has proven invaluable. These scholars are in no way re-

sponsible for errors that may be found in this paper. Such errors should be brought to

the attention of the Research Department.



MAJOR
GENEALOGICAL
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JAPAN

In idenHfying ancest-ors, genealogical researchers need the answers to four key ques-

tions regarding record sources:

1 . What types of records exist that will aid in the identification of ancestors?

2. What periods of time do the existing records cover?

3. What genealogical information appears in the existing records?

4. What is the availability of existing records for searching?

The two tables that follow contain answers to the above questions for the major gene-
alogical record sources of Japan. The major sources are listed, with type of record,

period covered, type of information given, and source availability.

Table A shows at a glance the record sources available for a research problem for a

particular period of time.

Table B provides more detailed information about the major records available. For

example, if a pedigree problem Is in the 17th century, a quick indication can be ob-
tained from Table A of the sources available for that period. Reference to Table B

will then provide more complete information.
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21

22.

25.
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Report of Widows & Widowers

Kakan kodoku kakiagecho

Samurai Status Report

Samuraicho (Bugencho)

Samurai Service Records

Hokogaki (Yuishogaki)

18. Feudal Lord Genealogies

Daimyo kafu

19. Tombstone Inscriptions

Bohimei

20. Records Relating to Land

Tochi konkei shorui

Feudal Lord Heraldry

Bukan

^'ft
Buddhist Records

Kakocho to ihai

23. Samurai Genealogies

Samurai kafu

24. Family History

Kashi

WiTTi

Yuigonio

Genealogies of Court Nobility

Kuge kafu

27. Printed Genealogies & Histories

Keizu Kankeisho

28. Shinto Records

Jinsha kiroku
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